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The lfartman-Perdok theory explains the relation between crystal struc-
ture and morphology and provides the atomic surface topology of the crystal-
melt interface. Hartman—Perdok theory has been applied to CaYΑIO 4 as
model for all other ΑBCO 4 compounds with a K 2 ΝiF4 crystal structure. F
forms are {002}, {101}, {103}, {110}, {112}, {200}, {211} and {213}. The
strongly anisotropic shape caused by the perovskite-like ΑIO 6 layers || (001)
is very distinct in all theoretical growth forms. The form with formal charges
is planar following {001} with (101) and {110) as 1ateral forms. Disordering
of the boundary ions results in the disappearance of {110}. At lower effective
charge on oxygen ions, qo, the ordered forms are still tabular, while (110)
and (112) are the only lateral faces. At still lesser negative qo {112} appears
as well. On the disordered models {112} replaces {110}. Crystals show often
variations in colour parallel to the {110} interface due to the surface topol-
ogy of {110}. YBa2Cu3O7-x has, for x = 1, the following F forms: {001},
{101}, {103}, {112} and {114}. The theoretical growth form of this tetrago-
nal phase is tabular following {001} with {101} as lateral form. For x = 0 the
growth form shows important {101} and minor {103} and {001}. When the
boundary ions on (001) are ordered, the outermost layer of {001} contains
half of the Cu+ (x = 1) or Cu3+ and O2- (x = 0) ions in a c(2 x 2) quadratic
lattice which reduces tle {001} growth rate significantly. An (1 x 2) recon-
striicted {010} surface can be traced for the orthorhombic polymorph which
results into the appearance of {010} oii the ordered growth form. Otherwise
the presence of {010) on as-grown crystals must be due to external factors.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 68.35.—pa, 81.10.Aj

1. Hartman—Perdok theory

The relation between the internal crystal structure and the crystal morpho-
logy can be established by the ^Iartman—Perdok theory [1-3]. At the same time
the surface topology of the crystalline interface can be derived at atomic scale.

The crystal morphology is not only determined by internal factors such as
crystal structure, twinning, dislocations, etc., but  also by external factors such
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as supersaturation, the presence of impurities including the solvent, temperature,
pressure and environmental symmetry.

Crystal faces are crystalline interfaces during the process of crystal growth.
Sometimes habit changes occur since external growth conditions such as super-
saturation and/or impurity concentrations change during the growth. The surface
topology of these crystalline interfaces determines surface diffusion, incorporation
of the growth units into kinks or steps, adsorption, etc.

On a twodimensional crystal, see Fig. 1, the crystallising units are repre-
sented by small blocks. Growth may take place by the attachment of crystallising
units to the crystal surface at the kink sites such as B. Now the crystal will in-
crease in size when the flux of attaching crystallising units is 1arger than that of
the detaching units. At equilibrium conditions the amount of crystallising units
equals that of the dissolving units. The probability of attachment for growth units
is the same for sites such as A and C. When there exists a strong bond between
the units A and B, the detachment of unit C is energetically easier than that for
A. Hence the growtl will proceed parallel to the lattice row [mv] forming straight
edges on the condition that the units are bonded by strong bonds parallel to that
direction.

Strong bonds are in the sense of the Hartman-Perdok theory short bonds in
the first coordination sphere and formed during the crystallization. The periodic
bond chain (PBC) is an uninterrupted periodic chain of strong bonds between
the crystallising units, such as ions, molecules, atoms or clusters thereof, formed
during crystallization. A PBC must be stoichiometric and should not have a dipole
moment perpendicular to its direction [uvw]. Only a limited number of PBCs can
be distinguished in a crystal structure assuming that strong bonds are confined to
the first coordination sphere.

In a projection of the three-dimensional crystal structure parallel to their
vector translation (Fig. 2a) the PBCs are seen end-on as open circles. The de-
tachment of growth units parallel to the PBCs is easier for C than for A, when
additional strong bonds are present between A and B. These latter bonds form
another PBC parallel to the crystal surface. Hence the growth of such a flat or
F face proceeds through a layer mechanism if two or more PBCs are parallel to
its surface. In Fig. 2b strong bonds between Á and B are absent which results
in a stepped or S face as the probability of detachment for A and that for C are
equal. Crystal faces can be classified either as F faces which contain at least two
PBCs in a slice of thickness dhkl, or as an S face containing only one PBC, or
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as K faces containing no PBC at all. This is also schematically demonstrated in
Fig. 3. The F faces have the lowest growth rates as they grow according to a
layer mechanism (twodimensional nucleation or BCF spiral growth). K faces are
microscopically rough and grow quickly without nucleation. S faces are interme-
diate between F and K faces. Although they need an one-dimensional nucleation,
in practice there are always sufficient kinks present on the steps. Therefore these
S faces grow almost as fast as K faces. This means that neither K faces nor S
faces should be present on growth forms, which are crystals grown in nature or
laboratory experiments from a supersaturated medium.

The identification of PBCs and subsequent classification of crystal faces as
F, S and K faces can be of great value in understanding the crystal morphology.
The slice with a thickness of dhkl and having an F character defines the elementary
growth layer. At the same time the slice boundary represents the surface of the
crystalline interface during the crystal growth process at atomic scale. Hence the
relation between the crystal structure and the atomic surface conflguration of the
crystalline interface can be derived by the Hartman-Perdok theory.

The specific surface energy is determined by the surface structure of a grow-
ing crystal at atomic scale. The distance between two identical surfaces of (hhkl)
is equal to the interplanar spacing dhkl. When the unit cell is centred and/or
screw axes or glide planes are present, dhkl may be a submultiple, dnhnknl, where
n = 2, 3, ... Hence the same extinction rules must be applied as for X-ray reflec-
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tions. According to the Hartman-Perdok theory the slice should be considered as
the elementary growth layer.

The attachment energy, Ea , is the energy per mole released, when a new
slice of thickness dhkl crystallises on an already existing crystal face (hkl). The
attachment energy is, at least for F faces, assumed to be directly proportional to
their growth rates [4]. The theoretical growth form can be constructed by taking
the attachment energy, Εsħkl , as directly proportional to the growth rate of face
(hhkl) in the Wulff plot.

Hence according to the Hartman-Perdok theory the external morphology can
be derived from the crystal structure under the conditions that the growth rate
is controlled by interface kinetics and that the dislocation density of this interface
does not influence the growth rate or, otherwise said, it is assumed to be uniform
for all faces. Moreover, the external factors are assumed to be the same for all
faces. For the qualitative PBC analysis holds that the kinetics are determined by
the formation of strong bonds during the crystallization.

2. AΒCO4 compounds

2.1. Crystal structure

Tetragonal AΒCO4 compounds, where A = Sr, Ca; Β = rare-earth elements
and C = Ga or Al, are very suitable substrates for epitaxial growth of thin films of
high-Τc superconductors. They are chemically stable and have very low dielectric
constants. Moreover, their lattices match very well with those of superconductors
[5-7]. The Hartman Perdok theory has been applied to CAY Al Ο4 which can be
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considered as a suitable model for all other ΑΒCO4 compounds with a K2ΝiF4
crystal structure such as SrLaGaO4 and CdΝdΑlO 4 [8].

These ΑΒCO4 compounds are tetragonal with space group I4/mmm
(Fig. 4a). The fractional coordinates and lattice constants of CaYAlO 4 [9] are
listed in Table. According to the extinction rules of this space group the ele-
mentary growth layers called slices with thickness of dhkl must comply with the
condition that h + k + 1 = 2n. The aluminium is sixfold coordinated by oxygen
(bond lengths: four times 0.18225 and twice 0.19937 nm). There are no indications
that the calcium and yttrium ions are ordered. They are surrounded by nine oxy-
gen ions belonging to three different Al—O octahedra (bond lengths vary between
0.22597 and 0.25960 mn). Strong bonds could be limited to the bonds between
Ca/Y and the ΑlO 6-octahedra. These octahedra are, however, not present as iso-
lated units but are forming layers |1 (001). Hence Al-O—Al bonds must be formed,
at least partly, during crystallization. Slices are never defined in such a way that Al
ions are situated on the slice boundaries. In such a situation another slice bound-
ary configuration has been selected which cuts through a smaller number of Αl-Ο
bonds and is always energetically more favourable.
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2.2. Determination of F faces

The search for PBCs and F faces will be described for three forms belonging
to the zone of the (100) PBC. Two protoPBCs (pPBCs) are present parallel to
(100). Α pPBC is the backbone of a complete PBC and does not necessarily comply
with the conditions of stoichiometry and nonpolarity. The pPBCs present parallel
to this shortest translation period within the tetragonal Ι cell (Fig. 5, lower part)
are

a) Αl(1)—Ο(6)—Αl(1,100)

and 	.

b) Ca/Y(4)—Ο(3,100)-Ca/Y(4,100).

The pPBC(a) is the chain of corner sharing octahedra parallel to (100), while the
pPBC(b) is part of the double zigzag chains of Ca/Y-O-Ca/Y—... in between
the layers of ΑlO6 octahedra.
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The following slices d0k/ can be described parallel to (100), see also Fig. 5,
lower part.

a) Slice d002. The strongly anisotropic slice configuration of {001} with
strongly interconnected sheets of Al octahedra is clearly visible. Within the slice
d002 the Al-O octahedra are connected by corner sharing || (100). The surface
of {002} is occupied by an alternating series of oxygen ions at the apices of the
octahedra and the intercalating calcium/yttrium ions.

b) Slice d011. Within the slice d011 the [100] PBCs are connected by another
PBC || [1/2 1/2 1/2]. This PBC has one of the shortest translation periods due
to the I centring of the tetragonal unit cell. The surface of {011} is occupied by
oxygen ions of the octahedra corners. These ions are widely spaced and just on the
surface boundary, while an array of calcium/yttrium ions is present just beneath
the surface (Fig. 6a).
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For the boundary oxygen ions two different configurations are possible: (1) a
disordered configuration, and (2) an ordered configuration. The site occupancy of
the disordered boundary sites is 0.5. halving of the boundary ions means physically
that these sites are occupied during the growth only for 50% or otherwise said
that n ions are statistically distributed over 2n boundary sites. In the ordered
configuration the sane amount of ions is distributed in an ordered manner. The site
occupancies are either 0.0 (for n sites) or 0.5 (also for n sites) as is demonstrated
in Fig. 6b,c for two different conflgurations. The ordered configurations are always
energetically more favourable, but the probability of such an ordered structure
might be low at high growth rates. When such an ordering is possible the growth
rate is at the minimum directly related to the Εaordand at the maximum to Εadis.

c) Slice d020. Within the slice which has a thickness of d020 the [100] a PBCs
are mutually connected by another set of PBCs parallel to [001]. For that reason
{020} must be considered as an F form. The character of this F face is different
from that of {011} since one more Αl-O bond is broken by the slice boundaries
than in case of the previous slices.

According to the complete analysis by means of the Hartman-Perdok the-
ory [8J the F forms being parallel to at least two PBCs are in order of decreasing
dhkl: {002}, {101}, {103}, {110}, {112}, {200}, {211} and {213}. Ordering of sur-
face boundary ions is not only possible for {011}, but also for {013}, {110}, {211}
and {213}.

2.3. Theoretical growth forms

Attachment energies calculatcd in electrostatic point charge models [10] can
be used for the construction of theoretical growth forms. Because the Al-O bonds
are partially covalent, Ε ki has not only been computed in models with formal
charges, but also in additional models with reduced effective charges on oxygen, qO.

The attachment energies have been computed for all F faces, and in particu-
lar for {011}, {013}, {110}, {121} and {123} both with an ordered and a disordered
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boundary ion configuration. The values of {002}, {112} and {020} have been used
in combination with those of the ordered configurations for the construction of the
ordered theoretical growth forms (Fig. 7a—c) and with the values of the disordered
conflgurations for the disordered theoretical growth forms (Fig. 7d-f).

The strongly anisotropic shape caused by the perovskite-like ΑlO6 layers
|| {001} is clearly visible in all models. For the formal electric charges the or-
dered growth form s planar following {001} with {101} and {110} as lateral
forms (Fig. 7a). Disordering of the boundary ions results in the disappearance
of {110} (Fig. 7d). At lower effective qO the ordered theoretical growth forms are
still tabular but the morphological importance of the lateral forms is changing. At
qO = -1.5|e| (Fig. 7b) {110} is much more important than {101}. At qO lesser
negative than —1.4|e| (Fig. 7c) {112} and {110} are the only lateral forms. For
the disordered models the most striking fact is that {110} is always replaced by
{112}, see Fig. 7e, f.

3. ΥΒa2Cu3Ο7-x (YBCO)

3.1. Crystal structure

Crystals of YΒa2Cu3O7-x are always grown at temperatures higher than
the transition temperature of about 6800C below which the tetragonal crystal
structure (x = 1) transforms into the orthorhombic phase (x = 0). The crys-
tal structure data of the tetragonal plase [11] are listed in Table. Although the
lattice constants are very similar to those of CaYΑlO4 (CYA), the crystal struc-
ture itself is quite different. The YBCO crystal structure for x = 0 (Fig. 4b)
can be characterised as a layer structure parallel to (001) of subsequent layers
of CuO1-x—ΒaO—CuO2-Y—CuO2-ΒaO—CuO1-x- . . . The Cu atoms of the CuO 2
layer are fivefold coordinated (four bonds of 0.1941 nm and one bond of 0.2430 nm).
Those Cu atoms of the CuO 1-x layer are twofold coordinated in the tetragonal
phase and fourfold in the orthorhombic phase. The central Y atom has an eight-
fold coordination (bond length of 0.2402 nm) just as the Ba atoms (four times
0.2768 nm and four times 0.2768).

3.2. Hartman-Perdok analysis

The application of the Hartman-Perdok theory can be summarised as follows
[12]. For the tetragonal crystal structure the following F forms exist: {001}, {101},
{103), {112} and {114). In the [100] projection (Fig. 5, upper part) the F slices
d801 and d-011are outlined. The theoretical growth form of the tetragonal phase is
tabular following {001} with {011} as lateral forms (Fig. 8a, b).

Exactly on the slice boundaries of (001) Cu+ ions (x = 1) or Cu3+ and
O 2- ions (x = 0), are situated. The most stable configuration is that of a centred
quadratic lattice with sides 2α of which the Cu+ ions occupy the nodes and centre
of the lattice showing presumably an ordered arrangement of an (1 x 2) structure
(see for more details [12], Fig. 4). When these ordering of the Cu+ ions would be
possible, the growth rate of (001) will be reduced by a factor of 0.74 in case of
YΒa2 Cu3 O 6 . For YBa2 Cu3 O 7 the reduction is lower (0.53).
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The crystal form {010} is an S form, because there are two different slices
for {010}, i.e. d010 α and d010b (Fig. 5, upper part). Their surface energies are
exactly identical due to the presence of a symmetry centre at the origin. In that
case the elementary growth layer must be halved [13]. The slice with a thickness
of d020 has an S character as the [100] PBCs are not connected parallel to [u0w]
within this slice. This means that the presence of (010) cannot be explained when
neither surface reconstruction nor adsorption of impurities or complexes would
take place at this crystalline interface. For the orthorhombic YBa2Cu3O7 the slice

d010c'(Fig. 5, upper part) is anFslice as the [100] PBCs are connected parallel to
[301] and [301] due to the additional oxygen atom at (0,1/2,0). Calculations of the
attachment energy indicate that (010) with an ordered (1 x 2) surface structure
(see Fig. 5, upper part) could be present on the theoretical growth form (Fig. 8d).

4. Relation between CaYΑlO4 substrate and YBa 2 Cu3 O7- x

Several ΑΒCO4 compounds such as SrLaGaO4 (SLG) [14], CaΝdAlO 4 (CNA)
[15] and 'SrLaΑ1O4 (SLA) [16] have already been used experimentally as sub-
strates for YΒa2Cu3O7-x thin films. For all compounds the {001}ABCO/(001)YBCO
has been investigated, while for SrLaGaO4 [14] also (001) SLG /(100) YBCO and
{110} SLG /(110) YBCO have been reported.

4.1. (001)YBCO/(001)CYA

The surface of the (001) CYA substrate consists of the oxygen ions located
at the apices of the Al centred octahedra with intercalating ninefold coordinated
Ca/Y ions. Such a pattern can be recognised in the YBCO structure in the form of
CuO2 Ιayers with the fivefold coordinated Cu ions and the eightfold coordinated
Ba ions. In Fig. 5 the two structures have been drawn in such a way that the
best fit has'been obtained between these two crystal structures for the orientation
(001)CYA|| (001)YBCO . Although the atomic fit seems to be rather perfect, one
specific misfit must not be forgotten. The CYA layering consists of Α1O6 octahedra
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centred at 0.0 and 0.5 height above the projection plane, while in the YBCO
structure the Cu ions belonging to the CuO2 and CuΟ1- x layers are always at the
same height (0.0).

5. Discussion and conclusions

These studies on the theoretical crystal morphology of ΑΒCΟ 4 and
YΒa2Cu3O7-x (see for more details [8] and [12], respectively) describe the re-
lation between crystal structure and the crystal growth of ΑΒCO 4 and YBCO
crystals.

Moreover, the influence of the crystal structure on the shape of the melt-
crystal interface during the Czochralski method of ΑΒCΟ4 crystals is now known.
CdNdΑlO 4 , SrLaΑlO4 and SrLaGaO4 have been grown by the Czochralski tech-
nique. At the convex crystal-melt interface facets of {101} occur, while the cylin-
drical part shows {001} and depending on the growth direction {100} (|| (100)) or
{110} (|| (110)) [17, 18]. These crystal forms are also the most important F faces
derived by the Hartman-Perdok theory. The results of the Hartman-Perdok anal-
ysis for the morphology of Czochralski grown crystals have been critically reviewed
by Ρajączkowska et al. [19].

Tle surface topography at atomic scale derived by the Hartman-Perdok
explains growth phenomena and crystal characteristics: (a) differences in colour
[20, 21] parallel to the {110} interface can be the surface boundaries of {110} on
which the oxygen ions are just the most important boundary ions, (b) the strongly
annisotropic character of the {001} slice causes the cracking parallel to {001}.

The Hartman-Perdok theory provides at the same time the information
at atomic scale about the structure compatibility between substrate and high -Tc

(YBCO) thin fllms. This approach is superior to the selection procedure of a suit-
able substrate based on lattice matching. When thin layers grown on a substrate
are considered, elementary growtl layers can easily be defined. This fact has been
forgotten by Guo et al. [22] during the application of their interatomic structure
matching method.

This is Geodynamics Research Institute (Utrecht University) contribution 97.
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